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The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable

by Amitav Ghosh

Are we deranged? The acclaimed Indian novelist Amitav

Ghosh argues that future generations may well think so. How

else to explain our imaginative failure in the face of global

warming? In his first major book of nonfiction since In an Antique

Land, Ghosh examines our inability—at the level of

literature, history, and politics—to grasp the scale

and violence of climate change.

The extreme nature of today’s climate events,

Ghosh asserts, make them peculiarly resistant to

contemporary modes of thinking and imagining.

This is particularly true of serious literary fiction: hundred-year

storms and freakish tornadoes simply feel too improbable for

the novel; they are automatically consigned to other genres. In

the writing of history, too, the climate crisis has sometimes led

to gross simplifications; Ghosh shows that the history of the

carbon economy is a tangled global story with many contradictory

and counterintuitive elements.

Ghosh ends by suggesting that politics, much like literature,

has become a matter of personal moral reckoning rather than

an arena of collective action. But to limit fiction and politics to

individual moral adventure comes at a great cost. The climate

crisis asks us to imagine other forms of human existence—a task

to which fiction, Ghosh argues, is the best suited of all cultural

forms. His book serves as a great writer’s summons to confront

the most urgent task of our time.

(A Goodreads review)

Dear readers,

Though there was a plan to make this a special issue of

news and notes about how Christmas was celebrated in various

parts of the Y’s world, reports were hard

to come by. Nevertheless, we have been

able to gather quite a bit of information

from the electronic media and they are

presented here in the centre-spread. What

is impressive is the fact that this is the season

to be joyful and share the good news,

expressions of which are varied as one can

discern from the pictures. We also have two

special Christmas/New Year messages from our IPE Henry

and ISD for Christian Emphasis, Carl Hertz-Jensen.

IP Joan’s message focuses on SERVICE as it applies to

our Movement. She has spelt out what each letter of that

word stands for in her understanding.  Complementing

her thoughts is an essay by ISD for Membership

Conservation, K.C. Samuel on some of the practical steps

that one can take in the real world.

We have also included a report from Y Service Clubs and

the YMCA in Palestine and East Jerusalem sent to us by Barbro

Thorén of Sweden who, it appears, is an active campaigner

for the rights of Palestinians. I have not had the good fortune

of interacting with her except through an occasional e-mail.

Nevertheless I am impressed with her perseverance and share

her concern. Therefore, her long write-up, albeit abridged, is

included in this issue as an expression of our solidarity with

the Palestinian people. It is timely, in many a sense, that the

United Nations Security Council, in a landmark decision on

23 December 2016, affirmed that Israel’s establishment of

settlements in Palestinian territory occupied since 1967,

including East Jerusalem, has no legal validity. Just a few days

prior to that, the UN Secretary-General, Ban-Ki Moon

categorically stated that there is “no alternative to the two-

State solution.” He was critical of the status quo that

entrenches a “one-State reality of perpetual occupation and

conflict” and called on all peoples “not give up on the right of

Palestine to exist.”

What does 2017 hold for us? Peace or escalated tensions

worldwide? In all possibility, there may be a lot of upheavals

in international relations with major shifts in the domestic

politics of some nations. All that one can do at the moment

is hope for the best and continue doing the good work of

building bridges between communities and nations, as our

Movement demands of us.

With all good wishes of the season!

Y’sly,
Koshy Mathew

FROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELFFROM MY BOOKSHELF
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FROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTFROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTFROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTFROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTFROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT

Greetings to all my fellow YMI members on a very cold

Canadian winter day!

With the arrival of January, we

have just passed the midway point

of this YMI year. As we usher in a

new year (2017 marks the 95th

anniversary of our Movement!), I

see this as a good opportunity to

review our goals and renew our

efforts towards achieving them. I

encourage each club, District,

Region and Area to assess your

successes and determine where

further work is needed to meet

your goals.

As your IP this year, and in agreement with all the

APs, we set a goal to improve our paid membership

numbers as well as our international programme

contributions by 5 per cent.  Based on the data from

August 2016, our membership has continued to slide

downwards.  So that means it will take all of us across

the globe working hard to bring in new members and

starting new clubs (Extension) if we are to see real growth

happen in this second semester. Another way to help

growth is to ensure that our current clubs remain vibrant

and active (Membership Conservation).  Remember that

it is not just about the existence of the clubs, but rather

that they are providing service to those in need.  Let’s

work hard on Extension and Membership Conservation

to reach our goal!

As I reflect on what I feel is important to share when

promoting Y’s Men/Y Service to others as a great way to

volunteer, I offer you these thoughts, based on the word

SERVICE.

S We SERVE others in need locally and around the

world, thus helping to improve their lives.

E EVERYONE can be a member, regardless of age, gender,

faith, profession and/or educational background.

R Members are RESPONSIBLE to do whatever tasks and

duties they have agreed to do, thus using their skills

and talents effectively.

V Our VISION is to support the YMCA and those in

need locally and around the world, and by working

with the UN and other worthy organisations to build

a better world in which to live.

I Being an INTERNATIONAL organisation allows us

to benefit and learn from our diverse membership, and

to support service in more needy countries than our

own.

C CLUBS are the key to our success for it is through

them that members offer direct service to others locally,

learn about YMI, and grow in their skills and

knowledge.

E There must be time for ENJOYMENT through fun

and fellowship, as these are also important parts of

our YMI life.

I am sure that each of you can develop your own list

of reasons why being a part of Y’s Men/Y Service is

important to you.  Be sure to share them with those you

meet to encourage them to join our Movement.

Remember that if we all work hard together, we really can

see things happen!

I wish you a productive and exciting second semester!

IP Joan

3

The term for the current Y’s Menettes International Director will end on

30 June 2017. Y’s Menettes worldwide are requested to recommend

and nominate a Y’s Menette who can guide and coordinate Y’s Menettes

International and work in partnership with Y’s Men International (YMI)

through the next two- years. Term begins 01 July 2017.

To be considered, a candidate must:

ü be a member in good standing of a Y’s Menettes Club (also Y

Service Club – Women)

ü have a good understanding of Y’s Menettes International in

accordance with the Y’s Menettes International Manual

ü be able to communicate with Y’s Menettes worldwide and Y’s Men

International (YMI)

Please submit nominations by 18 February 2017 to the current Y’s

Menettes International Director via email. (Email address:

Y’Y’Y’Y’Y’SSSSS M M M M MENETTESENETTESENETTESENETTESENETTES I I I I INTERNANTERNANTERNANTERNANTERNATIONALTIONALTIONALTIONALTIONAL

Call fCall fCall fCall fCall for Nominaor Nominaor Nominaor Nominaor Nominations – tions – tions – tions – tions – Y’Y’Y’Y’Y’s Menettes Internas Menettes Internas Menettes Internas Menettes Internas Menettes International Directortional Directortional Directortional Directortional Director

caroleedunbar@hotmail.com – with copy to the ASD for the nominee’s

club.) Nomination should include a brief outline of the nominee’s

background in Y’s Menettes, letter of support or similar documentation

from one or more Y’s Menettes leader(s) and indication that the nominee

is aware of the recommendation and would accept such appointment.

Exerpt from Y’s Menettes International Manual:

The Y’s Menettes International Director is the leader of the Y’s Menettes

Clubs of Y’s Men International and is responsible for promoting the

conservation, extension and service of the Y’s Menettes movement.

She is appointed for a two-year term by Y’s Menettes leaders – the

outgoing ID in consultation with two past IDs and the current ASDs.

The Y’s Menettes ID is a member of the Y’sdom International team and

must be prepared to be the representative/spokeswoman of the Y’s

Menettes International movement.

ANNOUNCEMENTANNOUNCEMENTANNOUNCEMENTANNOUNCEMENTANNOUNCEMENT
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Dear friends in Y’sdom,

I send my best wishes and sincere thanks to each one

of you for the good co-

operation I enjoyed in

2016. You have all

showed great devotion

to Y’s Men’s work

during the year.

Personally, I have a large

number of good

memories from this year

as being elected as IPE-

in-waiting in February

2016 and becoming IPE

from 1 July. Of course,

I am still a member of

my local club,

Østenstad Y’s Men’s Club in Norway. It is a definite truth

that Y’s Men’s fellowship does not seem to know borders.

I have great memories from the successful International

Convention held in Taipei, Taiwan last summer and, of

course, the Regional Conference of my own region in

Haugesund, Norway in August. I have also had the

privilege to attend various meetings and to visit Y’s Men

in the United States, Thailand, Russia, Latvia and

Denmark. Everywhere I find dedicated Y’s Men, friendly,

caring, and with warm hearts. I really enjoy sharing with

you the wonderful and unique fellowship created by each

of you.

MESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGESMESSAGES

From the International President-Elect
Now that Christmas is over, I wish you and your

families, your clubs, Districts and Regions a prosperous

and happy New Year. I hope you will all feel God’s blessing

in the coming year. It is my prayer and my wish that we

shall all continue to walk in the Light (1 John 1:7) which

also was the slogan I used in my term as Area President

for Europe.

As we now have just started on 2017, we can walk

with joy and inspiration and face all the days and the

challenges which we shall meet, knowing that He shall

walk beside us and together with us. Let us hope that we

can execute with joy the duty that accompanies every right,

as it is stated in our constitution.

Let me end this New Year’s greeting to you, by sharing

with you a few lines from the beautiful Christmas carol,

Hark! The herald angels sing written by Charles Wesley:

Hark! The herald angels sing

“Glory to the newborn King!

Peace on earth and mercy mild

God and sinners reconciled”

Joyful, all ye nations rise

Join the triumph of the skies

With the angelic host proclaim:

“Christ is born in Bethlehem”

Hark! The herald angels sing

“Glory to the newborn King!”

Y’sly,

Henry J. Grindheim

IPE 2016/2017

From the International Service Director-CE

“Great joy to all the people”“Great joy to all the people”“Great joy to all the people”“Great joy to all the people”“Great joy to all the people”

This is the message in the Gospel of Luke, Chapter 2 v. 10.

This is our concern as Y’s Men, our aim, goal, perspective,

purpose, service. We are doing

our service to the world, to all

the people, to bring and give great

joy. What a mission! What a

vision! You could name it a

never-ending story: so many

people all over the world to bring

and give great joy! In this

perspective “Merry Christmas” will

reflect a brand new meaning,

much more than merely the nice words of a greeting around

that season.

“Great joy to all the people” was the message brought by

the angels outside Bethlehem, when Jesus Christ, the Son

of God, was born, more than 2000 years ago. His birth,

his coming, his living, his life, his death, his resurrection

was, and is, “great joy,” to give and bring great joy to all

people.

Take a look at our logo: triangle, star, ‘Y’ and world.

The star above the Y in the world is the Bethlehem, the

Christmas star. All the time, every day, it is reminding us

about the Christmas message. The five-pointed star is

shining in five directions, to every continent worldwide,

to give great joy to all the people. Let the star shine in

every member, club, District, Region, Area, and continent,

in Y’s Men International, all over the world and into the

world.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year with great

joy to all the people!

Carl Hertz-Jensen I.

ISD – Christian Emphasis (CE)
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PaPaPaPaPay It Forward y It Forward y It Forward y It Forward y It Forward With a SmileWith a SmileWith a SmileWith a SmileWith a Smile
K.C. Samuel, ISD - Membership ConservationK.C. Samuel, ISD - Membership ConservationK.C. Samuel, ISD - Membership ConservationK.C. Samuel, ISD - Membership ConservationK.C. Samuel, ISD - Membership Conservation

The motto of our Movement teaches

us about our duty or responsibility

before we talk about our rights. “Pay

it forward” is a philosophy adopted

by several countries in the world and

participate in “Pay it Forward Day,”

which is observed on 28 April of every

year with individuals working in

proclamations.

“Pay it forward” is about

philosophy. It is an expression

describing the beneficiary of a good

deed and repaying it to others instead

of the original benefactors. This

concept is old but the phrase may have

been coined by Lilly Hardy Hammond

in her book, In the Garden of Delight, in

1916, when she wrote “you don’t pay

love back, you pay it forward.”

There is a countdown happening

as this day looms closer. Everybody has

the opportunity to “pay it forward.”

There are so many selfless ways to do

so and not only will this brighten

another person’s mood but will also

set forth a chain reaction and the entire

planet could be transformed. This does

not take much and does not imply that

you have to be rich, powerful or

influential. Doing well by doing good

is a powerful business concept and

many organisations, no matter what

product or service they provide, can

perform kindred acts and pay it

forward with social responsibility

programmes and individual acts. This,

in turn, reaps marketing rewards. Some

simple examples are:

1. Do a good deed for a hopeless/

helpless person. The opportunities

are endless and this can be done

on a larger scale if one so wishes.

2. Participate in a mass cleaning day

which can be easily organised and

this is a fantastic way to contribute

in helping to preserve Mother

Nature and society.

3. Donate your clothes. Have a look

in your wardrobe and it’s almost

certain that there will be numerous

items which you have not worn for

years and never will. Consider

donating them to the needy.

4. It would be great to become

someone’s mentor, the service is

free and there will always be

younger and less experienced

people than you who could greatly

benefit from your knowledge.

who do not

have anyone

to listen to

them or

somebody

to care for

them. There

need not be

a solution

to all their

problems but all it takes to make

them feel good is someone who is

willing to listen.

9. Loan something without expecting

it to be returned. There are so many

that will not accept a gift but if you

inform them that you are loaning

whatever you have to give they will

accept the help and you don’t have

to tell them you don’t intend

calling it in again.

10.Is there any better way in paying

something forward than help

someone accomplish their dreams?

If you are in that position, offer your

valuable help.

11.Local businessmen and entre-

preneurs need all the support that

they can get when they start. One

of the ways to help is to spread the

word when it comes across a

business that is doing exceptionally

well.

12.One of the simplest and humane

things we can do is to sponsor

underprivileged from your country

and elsewhere.

Finally, have you tried giving

someone a smile? Sometimes the worst

grouches will quickly loosen up and

return the smile.

Charles Dickens wrote, “No one is

useless in this world who lightens the

burdens of another.” As a responsible

member of Y’s Men International this

is one of the best ways we can express

our ability to provide support or help

to the deserving people.

5. The donation of blood and organs

can potentially help another person

to live. I cannot imagine anything

more beautiful when doing

something that would help

someone else stay alive.

6. Donating 5 to 10 per cent of our

income through economising

occasionally by curtailing expenses

for things one doesn’t really need;

there definitely will be left over

money that can be donated over

to a good cause.

7. There are so many professionals such

as lawyers, psychologists,

accountants, doctors and others

who can offer their services pro bono

to those who are in need. This

certainly will not harm your

business. It may cost you only some

of your time.

8. Loneliness is one of life’s greatest

tragedies. There are so many people

(For illustrative purpose only)

ON COMMUNITY SERVICEON COMMUNITY SERVICEON COMMUNITY SERVICEON COMMUNITY SERVICEON COMMUNITY SERVICE
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This is one of the myriad stories from the most

contentious region in the world – West Asia,

or more specifically, Palestine. It tells about

how men and women members of the YMCA

and the Y Service Club respond to the

humanitarian needs of the most vulnerable

and marginalised children and adults through

the psychosocial emergency team in partnership

with Save the Children International.

Background

Like any other village in the West

Bank and East Jerusalem, the villages of

Zeita, Far’oun and Far’ata, situated in

the area of Tulkarem and Qalqilya, suffer

marginalisation because of their

remoteness from city centres. Being

surrounded by Israeli settlements, where

settlers’ houses are adjacent to those of

the citizens, adds to the complexity of

the situation in these villages. To further

worsen the situation, these villages are

adjacent to the apartheid wall. Such

combination of circumstances and, in a

setting where security is absent, villagers

are constantly threatened and attacked

by settlers, not to mention the frequent

raids, attacks and arrests by the Israeli

occupation soldiers, who keep an open

eye on these villages from their military

towers erected high on the gates and

entry points leading to these villages. In

many instances, houses of the villagers

were invaded, attacked and deliberately

destroyed, villagers were threatened and

children were traumatised. The

consequences have also affected students

whose parents opted to keep them at

home fearing that they would be

attacked by the settlers or soldiers on

their risky commute to school. Living

in such a setting has created a state of

anxiety and fear among citizens. It has

also paralysed their daily life and adversely

affected their psychosocial well-being.

The Y Response

In response to this situation and the

series of dastardly events over the years,

the YMCA’s field psychological support

teams in this area provided psychological

first-aid services to parents, children and

service providers alike. Their

intervention included action on

multiple levels, such as forming service

providers groups of children and parents,

conducting many recreational activities

and open days targeting children with

parental participation. One of the

children participating in the counselling

groups said, “I feel so happy for this

change. Falling asleep was like a hard

mission to accomplish before my

participation. Now, I sleep soundly. I

used to suffer headaches, but not

anymore. You offered us support, cared

for us when nobody else did.”

The YMCA intervention is aimed at

providing children with a secure

environment to spend their spare time,

engaging in different hobbies and

enhancing voluntary work spirit among

them apart from emphasising their right

to play. Volunteers and children

participated in the cleaning and

rehabilitation of the field as well as

planting 100 trees around it, with many

banners around the field confirming

children’s right to play in a safe

environment. One child said, “I will come

here every day to take care of the trees. It

was a distinctive experience to plant a

tree.” Another said: “I loved the idea of

planting trees. The field is ours again and

that is the best thing that ever happened.”

A third child said: “We worked as one team.

We played. We will play again here because

this land is ours. Today we affirmed our

right to play. We are underprivileged, and

this field is our only outlet.”

Happiness Unlimited

Several structured psychosocial

recreational and ventilation activities for

children aimed at ice-breaking as well as

creating awareness on their rights and

daily needs were conducted. One

participant recalls: “This is the first time

I feel the happiness of these children and

receive their advice.” Sports equipment

for children’s activities were provided to

the village council and the sports club

in the village.

“Thank you so much. We had lots

of fun. We love you. Come again to visit

us.” This was how children of the village

of Fara’ata expressed their happiness

after their participation in the open day

ventilation activities, aimed at releasing

the feelings of stress and anxiety in the

light of the incidents witnessed by the

village. One of the parents said: “I cannot

recall the last time we received such

attention and support. It has been so

long since we last saw the smile and heard

the laughter of our children. Their

participation in these activities and events

was quite helpful. It helped them restore

hope, face challenges and maintain their

steadfastness and resilience. We can

eventually see a smile replacing sadness.”

However, the key challenge facing the

team was the proximity of the targeted

area to the apartheid wall, which

imposes risks threatening their safety.

Another obstacle was the lack of

appropriate locations to conduct

interventions with children; some group

sessions were conducted in houses. In

addition, settlers’ attacks which

constantly threaten these villages

constituted a major challenge facing the

work of the team.

Barbro Thorén

Region Sweden

SPECIAL REPORT FROM PALESTINESPECIAL REPORT FROM PALESTINESPECIAL REPORT FROM PALESTINESPECIAL REPORT FROM PALESTINESPECIAL REPORT FROM PALESTINE

YYYYYouth Reclaiming their Legouth Reclaiming their Legouth Reclaiming their Legouth Reclaiming their Legouth Reclaiming their Legitimaitimaitimaitimaitimate Spaces –te Spaces –te Spaces –te Spaces –te Spaces –

Physical and PsychologicalPhysical and PsychologicalPhysical and PsychologicalPhysical and PsychologicalPhysical and Psychological

Palestinian children playing outdoors without fear

Barbro is an active campaigner in Sweden for the

rights of the Palestinian people and a mentor to the Y’s

clubs in Palestine and Jerusalem, which form part of

Region Sweden. See page 13 for a short report on the

TOF project in Palestine - Ed.
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Through the efforts of Taiwan Region,

the 72nd International Convention was

successfully held in Taiwan for the first

time. Participants were gladly greeted as

friends. The opening ceremony, keynote

address, panel discussions,

entertainments, and all other events went

on smoothly as scheduled. Then, on the

fourth day, closer to noon, when the

closing ceremony was coming to an end,

a blonde slim lady was suddenly brought

to my attention. She introduced herself

as Elena Turetskaya, a member of

Yekaterinburg Club in Russia, which is

linked to my home club, Kaohsiung –

The Port, as a Brother Club. I was startled

for a few seconds, wondering why she

waited until the last minute to introduce

herself.

I immediately informed my Club

President and other members and later

we sat down and talked with her. From

our conversation, we knew she was staying

in Taiwan for a few more days. So, we

invited her to our city, Kaohsiung, which

is located in southern Taiwan and about

a 90-minute ride from Taipei by high

speed train. She accepted our invitation.

On 9 August, Elena arrived in

Kaohsiung. We took her to lunch at a

nice hotel, which was followed by a city

tour of Kaohsiung. Then the Club

President took her on a tricycle

ride to experience the local

culture and taste Taiwanese

food. That night, she stayed at

my house.

The next day, PRD Tom

Chang hosted a lunch for her

to interact with about 20

members and their

Menettes. Some attendees

brought her flowers and

others gave her gifts and made

her feel at home in Taiwan.

A Surprising, Pleasant EncounterA Surprising, Pleasant EncounterA Surprising, Pleasant EncounterA Surprising, Pleasant EncounterA Surprising, Pleasant Encounter

Elena was overwhelmed by the show of

affection and responded by asking us to

visit her club and city in Russia. We

introduced our respective clubs to each

other using PowerPoint presentations.

From her, we now know that

Yekaterinburg is a beautiful city, located

in the eastern foot of the Ural Mountains

and that it is Russian’s third largest city.

All the members of Kaohsiung – The Port,

wish we could visit our Brother Club in

Yekaterinburg some day.

It is amazing that people from different

countries and cultures can build

friendship in a very short time. I think

this is because of the power of

International Brother Club of Y Service

Clubs International.
Chu-Ai Anna Chen

Kaohsiung - The Port Club, Taiwan

Dinner with Kobe, Japan GroupDinner with Kobe, Japan GroupDinner with Kobe, Japan GroupDinner with Kobe, Japan GroupDinner with Kobe, Japan Group

On the evening of 17 September 2016,

the Seattle Downtown/Metrocenter Y

Service Club hosted members from our

Brother Club, Kobe Port Y’s Men’s

Club of Japan, as well as members from

the Kobe Y’s Men’s Club, the Takaraduka

Y’s Men’s Club, the East Kauai Y’s Men’s

Club, Hawaii, and the Meredith

Mathews East Madison-Seattle Y Service

Club.  The Japanese group was in Seattle

to commemorate the 50th anniversary

of the alliance between the Seattle

Downtown YMCA and Kobe YMCA’s

Youth Exchange Programme.

The event was held at the world

renowned Ivar’s Restaurant on the

Seattle waterfront on a “beautiful” Seattle

evening. The event was arranged by

Sharon Meadows, President of the

Seattle Downtown Club, who made

introductions and exchanged gifts. Lee

Woodard, President of the Meredith

Mathews Club and Cascasde District

Governor, introduced members of his

club who were in attendance. It was a

great opportunity to visit with our

Brother Club members as well as meet

our new friends.  Our group numbered

twenty-four.
Lee Woodard,

DG Cascasde, Area USA

Kaohsiung - The Port Club members with the visitor

A memory to take home

Japanese members from Kobe Y’s clubs meet with U.S. Y’s Men in Seattle over dinner

BROTHERHOOD CLUBSBROTHERHOOD CLUBSBROTHERHOOD CLUBSBROTHERHOOD CLUBSBROTHERHOOD CLUBS
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CANADA: It's not

Christmas season

until the club gets out

“manning the kettles”

– fundraising activity

that will support a

community effort.

HAWAII: Nuuanu Y's Men and Women's Club welcomed

Windward Y Service Club to their Christmas Party at the Pagoda

Restaurant on 8 December and Windward's Jim Kanehira led the

group in Christmas songs.

Many Y Service and Y’s Men’s Clubs  celebrated Christmas in a formal manner – some with meetings and carol competitions,

others went carolling well-wishing friends and relatives, or performed an act of kindness visiting the infirm and the sick

wishing them the best of the season, or were engaged in fundraising through sale of trees and other items for the community.

We bring you a sampling of those moments from various parts of the Y’s world.

SINGAPORE: Y’s Men of Alpha Singapore celebrated Christmas with the residents (left) of Sarah Senior Activity Centre on

20 December 2016 with a lavish spread of goodies after cutting the traditional cake.

PHILIPPINES: Manila Downtown Club members gather for

the celebration.

ESTONIA: Pärnu Y’s Men Club members celebrating

Christmas 2016 with dinner and dance.

8
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GENEVA: Some of the walls in IHQ in Geneva, Switzerland feature

works of art, craft and other decorations that have been gifted to

the office over many years. Our Christmas decorations are no

exception with several pieces given by past Interns and

Presidents.

DENMARK: Aulum Y’s Men’s Club took part in a weekend sale in the run-up to Christmas to raise funds

for projects.

AUSTRALIA: Christmas Tree Sale is one of the ways the Y

Service Club of Bendigo raises funds for worthwhile community

projects, e.g., Bendigo Youth Choir, Bendigo Regional YMCA,

Foodshare, Bendigo Radiotherapy and so on.

“In Denmark most of the people are Christians and 80 per cent of us

are members of the Danish Church. I guess more than 95 per cent celebrate

Christmas every year.

“We begin the Christmas celebration with going to church in the afternoon,

listening to the Gospel of the birth of Jesus and singing Christmas carols. After

that we begin the evening with a dinner together with parents, children and grand

children. The tradition for dinner is a menu with duck, and risalamande for dessert.

Roast pork, chicken, turkey and other kinds of food are part of the menu in some

families.

“After dinner we walk around the Christmas tree, singing Christmas songs, after

which we give gifts to each other. It is the time in the evening which small children

look forward to during the whole month. Christmas is the time for showing that

“it’s all about people, empathy and charity.”
Source: Area Europe Bulletin, December 2016 Knud Hougaard Klausen

Area President, Europe

RUSSIA: Now that Santa has

come (above) Y’s members are

ready for the big feast.

9
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Every November, for the last 27 years, the Cochabamba

Y Service Club in Bolivia (chartered in 1953) has held a

special function, appreciated and recognised by its

community, to honor the best newly-graduated high

school students from the public schools in Cochabamba.

The homage involves recognition for their effort and

their high grades, promoting self esteem.  But it involves

much more. As the economic situation of these top-

ranking students is lower than those of students from

private schools, with the consequent lowering of their

opportunities, it seeks to help them freely decide on their

future, by opening up alternatives.

At 8 a.m. on that special November day, the students

– 112 in 2016 – attend three different vocational orientation

Door to a New LifeDoor to a New LifeDoor to a New LifeDoor to a New LifeDoor to a New Life

for High School Graduates in Boliviafor High School Graduates in Boliviafor High School Graduates in Boliviafor High School Graduates in Boliviafor High School Graduates in Bolivia

High School graduates who were recognized by the Y Service Club

Cochabamba (Bolivia) in 2016 with past CP Ximena Mendoza and one of the

Club’s young members

Some members of

the Y Service Club

Cochabamba in charge

of the 2016 programme

for high school

graduates

workshops: one for those who want to continue their

studies at an university or a technical institute; one for

those who want to go into the workforce and need to

learn how to “sell” their image as labourers; and one for

those who want to work on their own, creating their own

mini-enterprise.

During a formal lunch, also attended by the sponsors

and the press, and after hearing about the spirit and the

activities of the Cochabamba Y Service Club and the

YMCA, the students receive honour diplomas. Scholarships

offered by the universities are raffled among them apart

from gifting them with other useful items from sponsors,

while the youngsters contribute their own artistic and

cultural aptitudes to the programme of this special day. This

highly visible community project has been the flagship

project of the Y Service Club of Cochabamba for almost

three decades now, with active participation of the club

members and well-earned support from “Save the Children”

and the UPAL and some other local universities.
Submitted by Silvya Reyes,

former Editor of Y’s Men’s World

FROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEAR

The money collected for the

Brotherhood Fund comes from

two sources: 1) Donations, and 2)

Sale of postage stamps. What I

want to inform you about is the

“Sale of Postage Stamps.” Last year

the sale of stamps for Y’sdom was

approximately valued at 20,000

euros.

Even though we are in an electronic age of

communication, postage stamps are still being used. Where

can we get stamps? Here are some examples: Department

of Finances of Government/Municipalities, Cancer

Society, Heart and Stroke Society, Lung Association, and

many more. When you contact them, explain to them

‘what is the purpose of the Brotherhood Fund’. Don’t

forget to get individual Y’s Men to collect stamps, even if

they can only supply a few. A few can make many.

There are two types of stamps: regular issues and

commemoratives/high-value stamps. It is the latter,

commemoratives / high-value stamps that are worthwhile

collecting. Who can help you sort your stamps? There are

millions of stamps collectors throughout the world, likely

many in your town or city. Why not ask them to be a

member of your club? I was introduced to Y’sdom by Y’s

Man Ernie Bell, an avid philatelist.

What is the picture at the top of this write-up? It is

referred to as the “Penny Black”. It was the first stamp that

was ever issued in the world – 6 May 1840. There have

been a lot of very picturesque stamps issued by different

countries. Why not visit your post office and see what is

available?

Earl Foster (Stamp Collector)

Area President, Canada/Caribbean

STAMPS FOR BHFSTAMPS FOR BHFSTAMPS FOR BHFSTAMPS FOR BHFSTAMPS FOR BHF
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The Hilo Y’s Men and Women’s Club

(Hawaii Region) concluded the 67th

annual Christmas Tree Fundraiser in

early December. In just one week and

two days, the Club was fortunate

YYYYYet et et et et Another Successful FundraiserAnother Successful FundraiserAnother Successful FundraiserAnother Successful FundraiserAnother Successful Fundraiser
enough to sell the entire inventory of

Christmas Trees. The trees ranged from

4 feet (1.2 m) to 10 feet (3 m) in height,

in three different varieties – Grand,

Nordmann, and Noble Fir. In addition

to trees, there were also wreaths, tree

stands, and cookbooks for sale.

For the children, the club handed

out stuffed animals, candy canes, and

colouring books. Lance, one of the

active members, brought his guitar every

single day and would often sing “We

Wish You A Merry Christmas” to

families (and individuals) who purchased

a tree. The largest tree measured roughly

11 feet (3.3 m) tall with an incredibly

robust base; while the smallest merely

tickled 2 ½ feet (75 cm).

In the final count, 456 Christmas

trees and 24 wreaths were sold, while

20 trees were donated. More than 100

volunteers helped in the 9-day

operation to make this edition of the

Annual Christmas Tree Sale!
Source: December edition of the

Hilo Y’s Men and Women’s Club bulletinThe very first pair of trees that were sold

Campaigning for Clean Beaches in IndiaCampaigning for Clean Beaches in IndiaCampaigning for Clean Beaches in IndiaCampaigning for Clean Beaches in IndiaCampaigning for Clean Beaches in India

Fort Kochi Beach, KeralaFort Kochi Beach, KeralaFort Kochi Beach, KeralaFort Kochi Beach, KeralaFort Kochi Beach, Kerala VisakhaVisakhaVisakhaVisakhaVisakhapapapapapatnam,tnam,tnam,tnam,tnam,     Andhra PradeshAndhra PradeshAndhra PradeshAndhra PradeshAndhra Pradesh

Fort Kochi (Kerala, India) sees an influx of a large number

of tourists from all around the world and the beach there

has been one of the primary attractions. But, of late, it

had become an eyesore with rotten sea weeds, plastic and

other marine debris all over the place. 

All the Y’s Men’s Clubs in District 1 of Mid West

India Region, located in and around Fort Kochi, joined

hands with the ‘Clean Fort Kochi Foundation’ on 26

November last year and took part in inaugural effort. The

envisaged project of cleaning the beach at Fort Kochi is

an ongoing one with activities slated for every Saturday.

B. Pavithran, Kochi

Y’s family members took part in the International Coastal

Clean Day organized by the Indian Navy, which has a

major base in the city of Visakhapatanam, In an exercise

that lasted a whole morning in September members from

four clubs in the city rolled up their sleeves and picked

up the flotsam and jetsam that washed ashore. They

worked shoulder-to-shoulder with the navy personnel and

considered the action a “duty to the nation.”

The Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Eastern Naval

Command commended the efforts of the and enthusiasm

of Y’s families and thanked them for the participation.

Pragan Kumar Lakkaraju, Vizag

Y’s families engaged in cleaning up Fort Kochi beach A well-deserved break and a photo opportunity
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Established in 1925, this service club is the oldest Y’s

Men’s club in Ontario, Canada and is a major source of

support to the YMCA of Midland and the broader

community through an array of projects and activities

that the local Y’s Men have created, operated and/or

funded.

Members meet every week for dinner meetings during

September to June and focus on an informative speaker,

fun and lively discussions, as well as the more serious

aspects of event planning and fundraising. Fun, good

fellowship and service are the keystones of all Y’s Men’s

activities.

On an annual basis, over 100,000 Canadian Dollars

are raised through Y’s Men efforts for programmes such

as Friday night youth programme of the YMCA or to the

local hospital to construct a new building or to sponsor

and encourage a young man in his quest to be an Olympic

cross country skier.
Source: http://midlandysmensclub.ca & FB page

Midland Midland Midland Midland Midland Y’Y’Y’Y’Y’s Men’s Men’s Men’s Men’s Men’s Club – s Club – s Club – s Club – s Club – A Busy and Successful SerA Busy and Successful SerA Busy and Successful SerA Busy and Successful SerA Busy and Successful Service Clubvice Clubvice Clubvice Clubvice Club

Y’s Men International District IV of Mid West India Region

(MWIR) have accorded top priority to health issues and has

conducted eight medical camps during this year, mainly for

cancer detection, renal health and eyesight.

Prioritising Health CampsPrioritising Health CampsPrioritising Health CampsPrioritising Health CampsPrioritising Health Camps

availed of this service

free of cost.

Free Eye Check-

up was conducted in

collaboration with

the Little Flower Eye

Hospital, Angamaly.

This initiative was to

help those who could not afford expensive treatment and

surgery. Three camps were held at Maradu and Nettoor areas

for about 472 persons, of which 70 have been referred to the

hospital for cataract surgery.  The surgery was done free of

cost by Little Flower Hospital, Angamally.  Y’s Men also

provided vehicles to transport the patients and their bystanders

to the hospital free of cost.
B. Pavithran

Asst. Editor, Area IndiaThe Cancer Detection Camps were conducted with the

support of the Regional Cancer Centre, Trivandrum. Women

above 30 years of age and persons addicted to tobacco formed

majority of the 251 persons who volunteered to be examined

in the two camps conducted and seven of them have been

found to have symptoms of cancer.

The “Renal Check-up” was jointly organised with Kerala

Social Security Mission and Muthoot Snehashrya Programme.

Three camps were organised mainly to detect early warning

symptoms of kidney disease and other cases. A medical team

visited the three locations and conducted various tests and

the results were given in the afternoon. A total 415 persons Patients waiting for the tests to begin

Inauguration of the Cancer Detection Camp

Patient registration counter for Renal Check-up

The Midland Y’s Men’s Club logo and some of the cheques issued recently

FROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEAR
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The pictures from left to right show members of the Y Service Club of Bendigo, Australia about to embark on a

fundraising campaign; members with the lot of trees that arrived for sale at the recent Christmas Tree sale which were

sold at AUD$ 50 apiece; Y Service Club of Bendigo President Peter Searle watching how the club’s donation supports

the programmes of Discovery Centre Bendigo aimed at inspiring and nurturing scientific curiosity among the young,

and one of the many cheques that has been given out following the successful sale of trees.

Bendigo’Bendigo’Bendigo’Bendigo’Bendigo’s Untiring s Untiring s Untiring s Untiring s Untiring Y’Y’Y’Y’Y’s Peoples Peoples Peoples Peoples People

Y’s Men International was represented at the Geneva Centre

for Security Policy by IHQ staff member James Olle for the

launch of the Chair’s Report, by the Chair of the

Independent Commission on Multilateralism (ICM), the

Honorable Kevin Rudd, former Prime Minister and Foreign

Minister of Australia, President of the Asia Society Policy

Institute. The core argument of Mr Rudd’s report is that

the UN matters, and if it fails, falters, or fades away it would

fundamentally erode the stability of an already fragile global

order. But at the same time, he argues, we tend to take the

UN for granted, overlooking the reality that its continued

existence is not inevitable. The UN, while not yet broken,

is in trouble. The report concludes, however, that the UN

is capable of reinventing itself. This requires not one-off

reforms but a continual process of reinvention to ensure

the institution is responding to the policy challenges of

our time. IHQ staff member James Olle meets

former Australian Prime Minister, Hon. Kevin Rudd

In the complex, uncertain and sometimes volatile socio-

political environment that is Jerusalem, the East Jerusalem

YMCA is working to alter the everyday reality of local youth.

Bringing together, in a safe space, young people, 13 to 17

TOF Project in Palestine - TOF Project in Palestine - TOF Project in Palestine - TOF Project in Palestine - TOF Project in Palestine - “Y“Y“Y“Y“Youth Potential” outh Potential” outh Potential” outh Potential” outh Potential” 

years of age, building friendships while also developing self-

worth and instilling life skills though fun, cohesive activities.

Given below are two pictures from some of the latest

workshops and happenings.

YMI Registers Presence at International ForumYMI Registers Presence at International ForumYMI Registers Presence at International ForumYMI Registers Presence at International ForumYMI Registers Presence at International Forum

IHQ News (from FB) 29 Sep 2016

FROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEARFROM FAR AND NEAR
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MISCELLANYMISCELLANYMISCELLANYMISCELLANYMISCELLANY

Remember a time when just before

the beginning of every new school year

we used to sit with piles of new books

and notebooks and rolls of brown

paper to cover them? The excitement

of all things new and hopes for the

upcoming year could be felt in the

very air. And then there was the final

task of sticking colourful labels on

newly covered books – just like

putting icing on the cake!

Taking this enthusiasm to yet

another level, a Chennai-based couple

has come up with a unique idea to

make book labels both fun and

educational.

“In today’s age when we are

surrounded by so many issues like

global warming, pollution, water

scarcity, etc., we should try and

encourage students to use the

available resources judiciously right

from a young age. And what better

way to do so than to put the right

kinds of messages on their book labels

so that students would look at them

every day,” says Ravi Ram, who

started My Book Label with his wife

Nivedita, to inculcate a sense of

responsibility among children

through labels.

My Book Label is Nivedita’s

brainchild and she started by making

these labels for her children.

These book labels have short

educational messages like “Let’s not

spit in public places”, “Save paper”,

and “Let’s not litter to make our lives

better” along with some health and

safety advice like “Always wear a

News You Can Use : News You Can Use : News You Can Use : News You Can Use : News You Can Use : “My Book Label”“My Book Label”“My Book Label”“My Book Label”“My Book Label”

helmet when you

ride”, “Wash fruits

before eating” etc.

The idea is to

communicate these

messages to the kids

so they can start

practicing them

from a young age.

The couple gets

the labels printed by a local printer,

and they sell one book containing 90

labels for Rs. 299.

Source: thebetterindia.com

Some Fountain of Knowledge!Some Fountain of Knowledge!Some Fountain of Knowledge!Some Fountain of Knowledge!Some Fountain of Knowledge!

Do you have a pressing query? Yahoo!

Answers is a web forum where users can

pose any question they like – although not

everyone takes it seriously.

Where is the Great Wall of China? “I’ve

heard about the Great Wall of China and it

seems like an amazing wall. I’m planning on

visiting it, but I don’t know which country it’s

in. I’ve tried asking my friends, but they just

gave me an angry look and walked away. I

also asked my little sister and she just laughed.

So, where’s it? Is it in France or something?”

Best answer: chosen by voters “It’s

actually in England used by the Romans to

keep the Welsh out. Half of it was moved to

the US in 1872.”

Source: RD India (October 2014)
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MANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FORMANTRA FOR

THE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOULTHE SOUL

A Christmas ReflectionA Christmas ReflectionA Christmas ReflectionA Christmas ReflectionA Christmas Reflection

Max Ediger*

*Max Ediger directs the School of Peace from Cambodia.

Reprinted with permission of PeaceSigns, the online publication of the Peace and

Justice Support Network of Mennonite Church USA, www.mennolink.org/peace

“There is a story they tell of two dogs. Both at separate

times walk into the same room. One comes out wagging

his tail while the other comes out growling. A women

watching this goes into the room to see what could

possibly make one dog so happy and the other so sad. To

her surprise, she finds a room filled with mirrors. The

happy dog found a thousand happy dogs looking back at

him while the angry dog saw only angry dogs growling

back at him. What you see in the world around you is a

reflection of who you are.” (author unknown)

During the Christmas season (all 365 days of it) we

need to celebrate by looking for signs of love, hope and

peace to counter all the negative narratives issued daily by

the mass media.  These positive signs, rather than the

negative narratives, are the stories reflecting the gift the

birth of a child in a simple stable so many years ago brings

to our suffering world.  They can help calm the storms of

fear and stereotypes that negative narratives stir up in our

emotions.  We must not let the mass media dictate how

we see the world – only God’s love should, and does do

that through the Christmas experience.  When we truly

understand the Christmas event, we will see the world as

a place filled with much love, hope and peace, because

that is what our own life will reflect back to us.

The positive stories are there, but we may have to

struggle to hear them above the mass media’s storms of

islamophobia, homophobia and a multitude of other

phobias.  As we listen to, and celebrate, these positive

stories that reflect “Joy to the World”, we strengthen them

and the love, hope and peace that they bring to us.  Only

love can overcome fear and hate, and what better place to

find love than in a manager tucked away in a stable in far-

away Bethlehem?

So, in this time of joy and celebration, I share one

such story out of so many I hear and witness during my

travels around Asia.  It challenges the stereotype that Islam

is a religion of violence and all Muslims are extremists.  It

shows that if we go into the world with a happy

disposition, there is a good chance that happiness and

compassion will be reflected back to us.

My friend John is a Christian from Bangladesh. 

Christians in Bangladesh are a small minority of the

population and are generally surrounded by Muslim

communities.  While the relationship between Christian

and Muslim is normally peaceful, violence does

occasionally break out.  When that happens the mass

media (perhaps a growling mass media?) tends to highlight

news about these “radical Islamic” forces in the country

that threaten peace-loving people.  John shared a very

different story with me.

John’s father is the pastor of a small church which is

situated in the middle of a Muslim community on the

outskirts of Dhaka.  Early in 2014, his father suddenly

became very ill with a heart condition.  He was rushed to

a hospital for treatment and doctors reported his situation

as very critical.

It was the Islamic celebration of Ramadan and all of

the Muslim neighbors were observing the required fast

by consuming no food or water from sunrise to sunset. 

This is a very important practice of devout Muslims and

is followed religiously.  However, when the news that

John’s father was in serious condition in the hospital

spread around the community, some of the Muslim men

decided to end their fast and begin eating so they would

be strong enough to donate blood in case a transfusion

was needed.  They did this out of high respect John’s

father.

How much better it might be for the world if the

mass media entered the global arena with a smile rather

than a growl.  How much better for the world if we, as

Christians, entered the global arena with a clear expression

of “Emanuel – God with us” rather than fear and anger.

“Those who see the world filled with storms, do so

because they have a storm in their heart.” (Author

unknown)
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